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We have developed a model of the high-current breakdown of the integer quantum Hall effect, as measured
in contactless experiments using a highly-sensitive torsion balance magnetometer. The model predicts that, for
empirically “low-mobility” samplessm,75 m2 V−1 s−1d, the critical current for breakdown should decrease
with, and have a linear dependence on, temperature. This prediction is verified experimentally with the addition
of a low-temperature saturation of the critical current at a temperature that depends on both sample number
density and filling factor. It is shown that this saturation is consistent with quasielastic inter-Landau-level
scattering when the maximum electric field in the sample reaches a large enough value. In addition we show
how this model can be extended to give qualitative agreement with experiments on high-mobility samples.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Shortly after the discovery of the integer quantum hall
effect (IQHE),1 in transport measurements on two-
dimensional electron systems(2DESs) using Hall bar geom-
etry, it was found that the associated dissipationless state,
rxx=0, would break down if a sufficiently large current was
passed through the device.2 These early measurements as-
cribed a critical current density of approximately 0.5 A m−1,2

corresponding to a critical Hall electric field of the order of
104 V m−1. Later work on Hall bars with narrow
constrictions3 gave much higher critical fields of the order of
105 V m−1. There have been several theories put forward to
explain the breakdown of the IQHE(Refs. 4–6) but, as yet,
there is no consensus.

There have also been detailed transport-experiment stud-
ies into the IQHE. Most of these measurements have been
made on samples with Hall bar geometry7 but some have
utilised Corbino devices.8 A different experimental approach
was employed by Dolgopolovet al.,9 here a Corbino device
was subjected to a time-varying magnetic field. As the field
was swept charge transfer was measured between the inner
and outer contact using an electrometer and, as expected,
their signal was hysteretic—reversing sign when the direc-
tion of the magnetic field sweep was changed. Recent experi-
mental work has shown that sample geometry, mobility, and

contact configuration can all affect the measured critical
current.10 For this reason, a contactless geometry is desirable
for IQHE breakdown measurements.

An experimental method with which contactless IQHE
breakdown measurements may be performed was developed
by Joneset al.11 whereby the currents induced in a 2DES by
subjecting it to a sweeping magnetic field are detected using
a sensitive torsion balance magnetometer. In this letter we
develop a model, based on an original idea by Dyakonov,12

to show that such induced currents are sustained by charge
transfer throughout the bulk of the 2DES sample. This
model, for the first time, allows the very strong temperature
dependence of these induced currents to be explained and
analysis of new experimental data from a variety of samples
and over a range of Landau level filling factors allows for
information aboutg-factors, the density of states between
Landau levels and the breakdown of the IQHE at high cur-
rents to be extracted.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Currents are induced in a 2DES by subjecting it to a time-
varying magnetic field. These induced eddy currents(ECs)
become large asrxx tends to zero at integer, and some frac-
tional, values of the Landau level(LL ) filling factor, n, and
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can be detected via their associated magnetic moment,M,
using a torsion balance magnetometer.11

The samples were mounted on the torque magnetometer,
which has been described elsewhere,13 so that the normal to
the plane of the 2DES was at an angle of 20° to the applied
magnetic field. The magnetometer was placed in the mixing
chamber of a dilution refrigerator, in the dilute phase, and the
whole assembly inserted into the bore of a superconducting
solenoid magnet. One of the dilution units used in this work
has a base temperature of 50 mK and the other has a base
temperature of below 10 mK. The magnetic field was
swept at rates from approximately 2310−4 T s−1 to
2310−2 T s−1 covering a range of 0–19 T.In situ calibra-
tion of the device is possible by passing a known current
through a coil, wound around a solid former, which is at-
tached to the rotor. The use of the former for the coil allows
multiturn coils of a well-defined area to be reliably produced.

The data in Fig. 1 show that there is a slowly varying
background signal resulting from the magnetization of the
rotor. As the direction of the field sweep is changed so is the
sign of the inducing electromotive force and hence the ECs
reverse polarity. This allows them to be easily distinguished
from both the magnetization of the rotor and the equilibrium
magnetization(de Haas-van Alphen effect) of the 2DES.

The experiments were performed on both bulk- and
d-modulation-doped GaAs/sAl,GadAs heterostructures con-
taining 2DESs and on a SiGe heterostructure containing a
two-dimensional hole system(2DHS). The transport proper-
ties of these samples are outlined in Table I.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In our experiments the analogue of a traditional, transport
current vs voltage curve is an induced magnetic moment,M,
vs time rate of change of field,]B/]t, curve, Fig. 1(inset).
The magnitude of the induced magnetic moments saturates
to some value,Ms, at sufficiently fast sweep rates, and this
saturation is attributed to the breakdown of the IQHE.14

Whereas in transport measurements it isIx that is fixed and
an increase inrxx is indicative of the breakdown of the
IQHE, as we shall show below, in our experiments the satu-
ration of the induced magnetic moment is associated with an
increase insxx, and hence in a saturation of the induced
currents.

Ms is also dependent on temperature. Initial measure-
ments found that this temperature dependence was very dif-
ferent for, empirically, “high”- and “low”-mobility
samples.15 The range of sample mobilities used in this work
has shown that crossover between the two types of behavior
occurs aroundm=75 m2 V−1 s−1 in GaAs 2DESs. The re-
sults presented here will be restricted to low-mobility(LM )
samples, the temperature dependence of which are shown in
Fig. 2, although more will be said about high-mobility
samples in later sections.

The temperature dependences of the saturation value of
the induced magnetic moment,MssTd, of all of the LM
samples have the same general form and fit well to the linear
relation

FIG. 1. Raw experimental data showing induced currents, as
their corresponding magnetic moment, in sample T73 at 50 mK.
There is a slowly varying background arising from the magnetiza-
tion of the rotor. The induced currents can clearly be seen as they
reverse polarity when the field sweep direction is reversed. The
inset shows an example of aM vs ]B/]t curve forn=6 at 50 mK,
the size of the induced current saturates at fast sweep rates and the
value ofMs is indicated.

TABLE I. Sample details with their measured transport properties and extractedg-factors.

Sample name Grown at
Carrier density
s31015 m−2d

Mobility
sm2 V−1 s−1d

Material
and system g*

T73 Cambridge 4.40 50.0 GaAs 2DES 4.90

T151 Cambridge 1.83 72.5 GaAs 2DES 7.28

NU762 Nottingham 3.60 27.0 GaAs 2DES 6.43

HCO-198 Niels Bohr 1.45 30.0 GaAs 2DES 6.96a

31/17 Warwick 1.84 1.1 SiGe 2DHS n/a

T393 Cambridge 1.02 100 GaAs 2DES n/a

aFor sample HCO-198 onlyn=1 and 2 were sufficiently well resolved to enable analysis, the value for the
g-factor is obtained by fitting through the origin and hence this value is likely to be significantly less accurate
than the other data in the table. For sample 31/17 onlyn=1 was analyzed and so nog-factor could be
extracted and the analysis is inappropriate for sample T393.
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MssTd = M0 − aT. s1d

Here M0 and a are constants that may depend on both the
sample and the filling factor. In addition to this temperature
dependence there may also be a low temperature cutoff of
MssTd, i.e., MssTd=constant, below some temperatureTs as
indicated in Fig. 2. The exact value ofTs depends on sample
density and filling factor(increasing with the energy gap) but
is typically ,300 mK.

The similarity between the results for the 2DES samples
and the 2DHS sample is evident in Fig. 2.

IV. THEORY

The experiments reveal several features that cannot be
explained by any previous theory of the IQHE breakdown:

(1) The induced magnetic moments are much larger in
low-mobility samples than in high-mobility ones.

(2) ECs exist only at low temperatures(typically, up to
1 K), around two orders of magnitude below the cyclotron
energy(which is approximately 20 K T−1 in GaAs 2DESs).

(3) In LM samples, the temperature dependence ofMs is
best fitted by a descending straight line; in some cases, a
“cut-off” at low temperatures is observed.

(4) All the above features are apparently insensitive to
the polarity of charge carriers and the chemical composition
of the structure. Similar behavior has been observed for elec-
trons in a GaAs/sAl,GadAs heterostructure and for holes in a
SiGe one(Fig. 2).

To explain these observations we first consider a disk-
shaped sample of radiusR. The induced magnetic moment,
M, can be written as the integral of the tangential component
of the current density,jwsrd, over the sample area,

M = pE
0

R

jwsrdr2dr=pE
0

R

sxyErsrdr2dr, s2d

whereErsrd is the radial component of the in-plane electric
field. Here we have used the fact that in the IQHE regime
jw<sxyEr.

Thus, to calculate the magnetic moment one has to find
the radial electric field throughout the sample. This electric
field is created by charges which are redistributed within the
sample in such a way that the sample as a whole remains
electrically neutral. As noticed by Dyakonov12 in two-
dimensional systems these charges cannot be concentrated at
the edges, but must be distributed over the plane. In contact-
less experiments with disk-shaped samples, the validity of
this statement is evident: there are simply no edge states at
the center of the sample where some excess charge(positive
or negative) could be placed.

The excess or deficit of charge carriers in the 2DES plane
results in a shift of the Fermi-level,«F, from its initial posi-
tion s«=0d midway between neighboring LLs. The probabil-
ity of thermal activation of a charge carrier(an electron to
the lowest empty level, or a hole to the uppermost filled
level) is proportional to

PsDnd ~ expf− „«0/2 − «FsDnd/kBT…g + expf− s«0/2

+ «FsDnd/kBTdg,

where«0 is the energy between the uppermost filled and the
lowest empty electron levels in an idealized 2DES. As long
as uDnu is small, PsDnd is a very small number and conse-
quently sxx is close to zero. AsuDnu increases one of the
exponentials increases, and the other decreases so that it can
be neglected. This results in an exponential dependence of
the longitudinal conductivitysxx on «FsuDnud. As a conse-
quence,sxx should demonstrate a “threshold”-type behavior:
there is no mobile charge until the exponent is greater than
some critical value; above this value, the conductivity is high
enough to provide charge relaxation, so that the radial field,
Er, cannot be sustained.

This threshold condition can be written as

expS−
«0/2 − u«FsDndu

kBT
D = C, s3d

whereC is a small number. Using(3) we find the threshold
value of uDnu from

DnCsTd =E
0

«F

rs«dd«=E
0

«0/2+kBT ln C

rs«dd«, s4d

wherers«d is the density of states(DOS) for localized elec-
trons. This result allows the construction of the electric field
distribution in the sample which would correspond to the
saturation of the magnetic moment in the IQHE regime. In-
deed, the threshold behavior of conductivity allows two situ-
ations: (i) uDnu,DnCsTd at anyEr or (ii ) uDnu.DnCsTd at
Er =0. As we are interested in charge distributions that would
provide maximum possibleEr, we construct it on the basis of
condition(i), using, however, condition(ii ) in small parts of
the sample to provide self-consistency of the solution.

The intuitive first approximation for the charge distribu-
tion which gives the maximum possible value ofM is the
following: +eDnCsTd at r ,R/Î2 and −eDnCsTd at
R/Î2, r ,R (or the same with the opposite sign, depending
on the direction of the magnetic-field sweep). This distribu-
tion provides overall neutrality of the sample, while maxi-

FIG. 2. The temperature dependence of the saturation magnetic
moment atn=4 in sample T73. The linear trend,MssTd=M0−aT,
and the values ofTs and T0 are indicated. The two insets demon-
strate the similarity in behavior of both a two-dimensional electron
system(top) and a two-dimensional hole system(bottom).
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mum possible charge is moved. The electric field and poten-
tial created by this charge distribution in the sample plane
can be expressed in terms of elliptic integralsE andK,

Ersrd = ± eDnCf2Fsr,R/Î2d − Fsr,Rdg,

Usrd = ± eDnCf− 2Gsr,R/Î2d + Gsr,Rdg, s5d

where Fsr ,ad=f2K(2Îra / sr +ad)sa2+r2d−2E(2Îra / sr
+ad)sa+rd2g / rsr +ad and Gsr ,ad=2E(2Îra / sr +ad)sr −ad
−2K(2Îra / sr +ad)sr +ad are, respectively, the in-plane elec-
tric field and potential of a uniformly charged disk with ra-
dius a and unit charge density. This result has been plotted
againstr /R in Fig. 3 as a dashed line.

One can see that there are two singularities in the depen-
dence ofEr on radius, corresponding to the abrupt changes
of the charge density atr =R/Î2 and r =R. Both are inte-
grable, so that there are no discontinuities of the electrostatic
potential. However, negative values of the electric field near
the edge are obviously nonphysical: they correspond to the
current being directedopposite to the circulating electric
field. The “wrong” direction of the electric field indicates
that, in fact,more charge can be placed in this region. In-
deed, a charge density exceedingDnC would create a non-
zero longitudinal conductivity, however the electric field
would push the charge against the sample edge and it would
not be able to escape. As a result, charge can accumulate
near the edge until it completely screens the electric field, in
accordance with condition(ii ). The correct charge and field
distribution can be recovered by guessing a coordinate de-
pendence for the charge density near the edge such that it
would make the electric field zero in that region. The solid
line in Fig. 3 illustrates that this can indeed be done by
placing an additional charge density of

− edn = − eDnCsTdfÎb/sR− rd − 1g

into a narrow strip of widthb<0.02R along the edge. This
eliminates the singularity and makes the field in this region
close to zero.

Accordingly, the charge density now changes sign not at
r =R/Î2, but at r =sR+bd /Î2, hence there is a shift of the
other singularity towards largerr. Further refinement of the
dependence ofEr on r is possible, but is not actually needed
since the contribution of a small current in a narrow region to
the total magnetic moment(2) is negligible.

The potential profile shown in Fig. 3 represents the most
extreme case attainable within our model and would corre-
spond to a system at the point of breakdown. The calculated
radial field might well be modified by the presence of impu-
rities and/or inhomogeneties and it is likely that the exact
position of the maximum Hall field will also depend on the
precise value of the filling factor. Indeed, within our model,
we expect that atn slightly different from an integer the
threshold values of the accumulated charge density,DnC,
would become different for positive and negative charge
(due to the difference in energy between the position of the
new quasi-Fermi energy and the extended states in the higher
and lower LLs). This should result in a shift of the potential
drop fromR/Î2 towards either the center, or the edge of the
sample, accompanied by an overall decrease of the electric
field and the corresponding induced current. These changes
in the potential profile may be some of the factors determin-
ing the shape of the induced magnetic moment peak as a
function of the magnetic field.

There have been experiments which have used atomic
force microscopy techniques to map out the potential profile
in contacted Hall bars and Corbino disks.16 However, these
experiments were performed at low currents, well away from
breakdown, and so do not correspond to the situation de-
scribed here.

As the charge density over all the sample, and therefore
Er, is proportional toDnC, the saturation value of the mag-
netic moment,Ms, according to(2), is

Ms = LpsxyeDnCsTdR3, s6d

whereL is a dimensionless constant which appears from the
evaluation of the integral; our numerical calculations give
L<1.1. Thus, the temperature dependence ofMs is the same
as that forDnCsTd. According to(4), DnC is the number of
localized electron states within the energy range from zero
(halfway between the filled and empty levels) and «0/2
+kBT ln C (note that lnC is negative). DnCsTd vanishes at a
temperatureT0, given byT0=«0/2kBuln Cu. As T→0, DnCsTd
is one-half of the total number of localized states per unit
area between the Landau levels. The behavior ofDnCsTd at
T,T0 is derived from the specific energy dependence of the
density of states. Notably, if the DOS is approximately con-
stant everywhere except in the vicinity of LLs,rs«d=r0, as
one can expect for samples with strong disorder,17,18the tem-
perature dependence ofMs is linear,

FIG. 3. The calculated radial electric field profile across the
sample when the sweeping magnetic field is applied. The data
shown as a dashed line ignore the charge build-up at the sample
edge which is accounted for in the data represented by the solid
line.
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Ms = LpsxyeR3s«0/2 − kBTuln Cudr0 s7d

in agreement with experimental results, as shown above, for
LM samples. As mentioned above, the Hall electric field as-
sumed in this calculation may be unrealistic, in particular it
might well be modified by the presence of impurities and/or
inhomogeneties. Any such modification may influence the
numerical constantL in (7) but would not alter the central
result of the paper: the linear temperature dependence ofMs.

One can see from(7) thatMs is proportional to the density
of localized states. Therefore, themore disordered the
sample, thehigher the current densities it can sustain.

However, the radial electric field will eventually reach
values comparable to the quasielastic inter-Landau-level
scattering(QUILLS) critical field.19 In the QUILLS model
electrons scatter from the highest occupiedsnthd, to the ad-
jacent emptysn+1thd LL, conserving energy due to the Hall
electric field. In their paper, Eaves and Sheard prohibited
scattering between LLs of opposite spin, but we will discuss
possible refinements to this model in a later section. The
energy separation of the levels in the absence of a Hall field
is "vc where vc is the cyclotron frequency. The distance
over which the electron may scatter is constrained by the
need for wave function overlap between the initial and final
states. Thus the Hall field must provide an energy difference
of "vc in this distance. The critical field is therefore given by

EQ =
"vc

elBsf2n + 1g1/2 + f2n + 3g1/2d
. s8d

Here the extent of the wave function is approximated by the
size of semiclassical cyclotron orbits withlB, the magnetic
length, given bylB= s"/eBd1/2

.
This new mechanism will preventMs from growing fur-

ther and results in a saturation ofMs as a function of tem-
perature asT approaches zero since the QUILLS process
does not depend strongly on temperature. Such an effect is
indeed observed, as shown in Fig. 2.

The QUILLS condition should first be met near
r =sR+bd /Î2, where the electric field is highest. The
QUILLS condition in this case reads

DU = US sR+ bd
Î2

−
h

2
lBD − US sR+ bd

Î2
+

h

2
lBD = "vc/e,

s9d

where U(r) is the electrostatic potential,h=Î2n+1
+Î2n+3 andn is the index of the uppermost filled LL. Ex-
pansion ofUsrd near the singularity give.

DU = DnC4ehlB lns2R/ hlBd . s10d

Thus, the charge density corresponding to the onset of
QUILLS at the peak of the electric field, shown in Fig. 3 is
eDnQ=EQ/4 lns2R/hlBd, whereEQ="vc/ehlB is the value
of uniform electric field at which QUILLS is expected to
occur. The corresponding magnetic moment of the sample is

MQ = Lpsxy
EQ

4 lns2R/hlBd
R3. s11d

V. DISCUSSION

The theory presented above(7) gives a temperature de-
pendence ofMs which agrees with the experimental data,
Fig. 2. From comparison with experiment some information
can be extracted.

A. g-factors

The cut-off on the temperature axisT0 (kBT0
=«0/ s2uln Cud) measured at a range of filling factors, pro-
vides information about«0 as a function of magnetic field.
Although ln C is not known, one can compare the depen-
dences for even and odd filling factors: for evenn, «0="vc;
for oddn, «0=g*mBB. As ln C should be same for both cases,
this provides a way to determine the effective g-factor,g* ,
which is believed, both theoretically20 and experimentally,21

to be much greater than the single-electrong-factor, as a
result of many-body effects. Figure 4 showsT0 plotted
against 1/n for sample T73.

Separate linear fits to the data for odd filling factors and
even filling factors show different gradients, as expected
from the difference in the nature of the energy gap, and a
positive intercept on the 1/n axis.

The fact thatT0 goes to zero at finiten has the appealing
physical interpretation that«0 is, in fact, a mobility gap
rather than the LL separation. The value of the intercept then
indicates the filling factor at which there would be no mobil-
ity gap between LLs even atT=0, i.e., it is related to the
width of the LLs. Similar results have been obtained for even
n from equilibrium magnetization measurements22 and, for
odd n, by transport measurements23 by other authors. The
fact that this intercept is the same for both odd and even
filling factors is surprising but has been shown in all the
samples for which sufficient filling factors to plot data as in
Fig. 4 were observed. The value ofn0/ne may provide some

FIG. 4. T0 plotted against 1/n for sample T73. The odd and even
filling factors have different gradients, as indicated. The inset shows
data for both T73 and T151 plotted against magnetic field, the even
n data then have the same gradient(within experimental error). The
difference between the oddn data reflects the differentg-factors in
these samples.
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measure of the intrinsic sample quality but due to the fact
that not all of the samples measured had a sufficient number
of filling factors that were well enough resolved to enable
analysis, no obvious correlation betweenn0/ne and the
sample mobility could be found.

From the ratio,b, of the gradients of the linear fits for odd
filling factors to that for even the effectiveg-factor can be
extracted as

g* = 2S m

m* Db.

For sample T73g* =4.9, exchange-enhanced by a factor of
11 from its bare value which is consistent with results ob-
tained on similar samples using other experimental
techniques.24 The extracted values for the other samples are
included in Table I.

B. QUILLS

In the LM samples a low-temperature cut-off to the maxi-
mum size ofMs is observed below,300 mK, Fig. 2. This
may be due to the maximum electric field in the sample
becoming large enough to cause IQHE breakdown by
QUILLS (8).

As shown above the energy gaps between extended states
are different for odd and even LLs and so it would be appro-
priate to modify (8) to account for this. Hence the initial
restriction in the QUILLS model that all transitions must
conserve spin should be relaxed. The possible QUILLS tran-
sitions for both odd and even LLs are sketched in Fig. 5.
Sinceg-factor enhancement is an oscillatory function of the
LL filling factor,20 for even n the energy gap is always
<"vc, for oddn there are two possibilities:<"vc if spin is
conserved;g*mBB if it is not. In addition, if spin is not con-
served the denominator of(8) should be modified to account
for the fact that the LL index,n, does not change in these
transitions. This correction will be most significant at high
fields (small n).

The calculated maximum magnetic moments subject to
the QUILLS condition(11) can be compared with experi-

ment in samples where low-temperature cut-offs ofMssTd
are observed. We find that that the odd filling factor experi-
mental data are closer to theory if spin-flip transitionsare
allowed, in these calculations the effectiveg-factors for each
sample, as quoted in Table I, were used. For both odd and
even filling factors we find

MMAX
Theory/ MMAX

Experiment< 4. s12d

Although the exact ratio in(12) depends on both the sample
and filling factor there is reasonable agreement between ex-
periment and theory with no fitting parameters. It is likely
that these results could be improved by adding a scattering
rate to the QUILLS condition, as in the breakdown model, to
account for the possibility of LL transitions occurring before
(8) is satisfied. Further, accounting for nonuniform samples,
the finite width of the LLs, considering the exact sample
geometry and refining the model for the radial charge distri-
bution could all improve the agreement between experiment
and theory. Such refinements would, however, not change the
conclusion that induced currents in LM 2DESs and 2DHSs at
low temperatures are limited by QUILLS. At higher tempera-
turesMs saturates due the bulk charge redistribution which
increasessxx.

C. High-mobility samples

High-mobility (HM) samples, perhaps nonintuitively, sup-
port smallerinduced currents, with a much stronger tempera-
ture dependence than the low-mobility ones.15 There is also
no sign of a low-temperature cutoff ofMs for T.50 mK,
Fig. 6. Although the model described above cannot be used
to say anything quantitative about HM samples at present the
general features of their behavior can be explained.

High mobility samples are expected to have a lower den-
sity of states between LLs than LM ones.25 According to(8)
the size ofMs is directly proportional tor0 and hence a
smaller induced current is expected. The fact that there is no
low-temperature cutoff in theMssTd data means that the Hall

FIG. 5. A sketch of possible inter-Landau level transitions which
both conserve spin(solid arrows) and allow spin-flip transitions
(dashed arrows). FIG. 6. The temperature dependence of the saturation magnetic

moment in the high-mobility sample T393. The experimental data
have been fitted to a simple exponential dependence.
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electric field in the sample never reaches a large enough
value to cause QUILLS. Experiments at ultralow tempera-
tures may, however, observe QUILLS breakdown in HM
samples.

The fact that the DOS between LLs is lower also means
that a given charge redistribution will require the Fermi level
to move further towards a mobility edge in HM samples as
compared to LM ones. This in turn will result in a stronger
temperature dependence ofMs. The fact that the temperature
dependence is no longer linear can also be understood using
this picture: since the Fermi level is moving further from a
minimum in the DOS towards a LLs peak it is sampling
more of the DOS. As the Fermi energy moves further from
the midpoint between LLs the DOS is likely not to be con-
stant, and so the temperature dependence ofMs actually re-
flects the energy dependence of the DOS. The exponential
form shown in Fig. 5 is consistent with trial forms of the
DOS previously used to fit equilibrium magnetization data.26

It is possible that future work could useMssTd data to deter-
mine the functional form of the DOS between LLs in both
the IQHE and FQHE regimes.

We also note that transport experiments have shown a
transition between two types of IQHE breakdown
behavior:27,28here the critical current required for breakdown
scales either linearly or sublinearly with the sample width.
The transition from linear to sublinear behavior was
achieved by illumination of the sample when cold and the
change was explained in terms of potential fluctuations in the
sample. It is such potential fluctuations which define the
DOS between LLs and so, in our work, we may expect to see
a transition from LM-type behavior(large ECs with a linear
temperature dependence) to HM-type behavior(small ECs

with an approximately exponential temperature dependence)
after illumination of a LM sample when cold. Exactly this
effect has been observed in sample T151,29 where illumina-
tion raised its number density and mobility to
1.8331015 m−2 and 120 m2 V−1 s−1, respectively.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Induced currents have been used to study the temperature
dependence of the breakdown of the IQHE in low-mobility
samples. We find that the maximum magnetic moment which
it is possible to induce in these samples decreases linearly
with increasing temperature. To explain these results we have
developed a model which accounts for the highly nonlinear
dependence of the sample conductivity on the charge redis-
tribution in the 2DES plane. The temperature dependence is
related to the energy separation between extended states and
the DOS between LLs, these facts can be used to extract a
value for the effectiveg-factor by comparing spin-split en-
ergy gaps with the cyclotron energy gap.

In addition, at low enough temperatures, the induced cur-
rents can become sufficiently large to cause IQHE break-
down by QUILLS. There is reasonable agreement between
theory and experiment with no fitting parameters and it is
likely that this agreement could be improved by refining the
model.

The way in which this analysis could be extended to high-
mobility samples has also been discussed and provides a
qualitative explanation for the different behavior observed in
these systems. The possibility for obtaining the DOS be-
tween LLs in high-mobility samples from the temperature
dependence of breakdown has been outlined.
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